As the world grows more complicated so do control systems. In can be very hard to simulate and/or to develop intuition for a complex system described by a high dimensional model so tools have been developed to approximate a high dimensional model by a lower dimensional one. One goal of such an approximation could be that the input to output map of the lower dimensional model should be a good approximation to that of higher dimensional one. Another goal could be that a controller designed for the lower dimensional model should perform satisfactorily for the higher dimensional one.
For linear systems there are two approaches, one uses frequency domain methods and involves choosing the lower order transfer function to match the moments of the higher order transfer function at one or more frequencies. The other approach uses state space methods and is based on the singular value decomposition of the Hankel map from past inputs to future outputs.
Since we are interested in the extension to linear models we shall focus on the latter approach. We shall review the linear and nonlinear literature and offer some new nonlinear methods. Among his many administrative responsibilities, he was Chair of his department for five years when 13 outstanding faculty members were recruited. For three years he served on the Committee on Academic Personnel, which makes the final faculty recommendations on all appointments and promotions at UC Davis. He is the Chair of the SIAM Activity Group on Control and Systems Theory.
